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oninvasive Cerebral
erfusion Imaging in High-Risk Neonates

onna A. Goff, MD, MS,* Erin M. Buckley, MS,† Turgut Durduran, PhD,†,‡,§

iongjong Wang, PhD,§ and Daniel J. Licht, MD¶

Advances in medical and surgical care of the high-risk neonate have led to increased
survival. A significant number of these neonates suffer from neurodevelopmental delays
and failure in school. The focus of clinical research has shifted to understanding events
contributing to neurological morbidity in these patients. Assessing changes in cerebral
oxygenation and regulation of cerebral blood flow (CBF) is important in evaluating the
status of the central nervous system. Traditional CBF imaging methods fail for both ethical
and logistical reasons. Optical near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is increasingly being
used for bedside monitoring of cerebral oxygenation and blood volume in both very low
birth weight infants and neonates with congenital heart disease. Although trends in CBF
may be inferred from changes in cerebral oxygenation and/or blood volume, NIRS does not
allow a direct measure of CBF in these populations. Two relatively new modalities, arterial
spin-labeled perfusion magnetic resonance imaging and optical diffuse correlation spec-
troscopy, provide direct, noninvasive measures of cerebral perfusion suitable for the
high-risk neonates. Herein we discuss the instrumentation, applications, and limitations of
these noninvasive imaging techniques for measuring and/or monitoring CBF.
Semin Perinatol 34:46-56 © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

KEYWORDS infant cerebral blood flow, CBF, arterial spin labeled perfusion, MRI, PVL, optical
spectroscopy
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dvances in medical and surgical management have led to
increase in survival among infants with severe condi-

ions, including prematurity, birth trauma, and congenital
alformations (congenital heart defects and congenital dia-
hragmatic hernia, among others). Minimizing factors that
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ontribute to neurological morbidity prove to be a significant
hallenge facing physicians in the routine care of neonates
ith these conditions. Improving our ability to assess changes in

erebral oxygenation and regulation of cerebral blood flow
CBF) will enhance our understanding of how these changes
ay contribute toward acquired brain injury in its various

orms, including hypoxia-ischemic injury, periventricular
eukomalacia (PVL), and perinatal stroke.

PVL is an ideal subject for research because large popula-
ions of infants are at risk and outcome studies have demon-
trated a detrimental effect of PVL on function and quality of
ife.1 Animal models of PVL exist and provide a rich back-
round for mechanism of injury.2,3 They also serve as sub-
ects for investigating therapies for PVL protection and pre-
ention. In human beings, premature delivery between 23
nd 32 weeks is one of the strongest risk factors for PVL.4-6

uring this period, there is an increased vulnerability of the
re-myelinating oligodendrocyte precursors to injury.2 In
ddition, several studies have shown that infants with com-
lex congenital heart disease (CHD), such as hypoplastic left
eart syndrome (HLHS) or d-transposition of the great arter-
es (d-TGA), are also at risk for PVL.7-12 In both populations
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Noninvasive cerebral perfusion imaging in high-risk neonates 47
f at-risk newborns, hypoxia-ischemia, hypocarbia, and hy-
otension increase the risk of acquiring PVL.4,5,13-17 In addi-
ion, the development of the circulatory system with an im-
ature or absent cerebrovascular autoregulation may also
lay a significant role.18,19

The ability to regulate CBF begins in utero at an early
estation. Complex regulatory mechanisms maintain ade-
uate blood flow and oxygenation to the fetal brain during
rowth and development.20 Doppler velocimetry studies us-
ng umbilical artery (UA) and middle cerebral artery (MCA)
ulsatility or resistance indexes demonstrate the ability of the
etus to autoregulate.21 In a hypoxic environment, the fetus is
ble to “brain spare” by redistributing UA blood flow to the
CA, providing improved oxygenation to the brain.22,23 Al-

hough a compensatory response exists, there is likely a
hreshold that once reached results in altered brain growth
nd development. Abnormal CBF dynamics have been ob-
erved in intrauterine growth restriction22,24 and in fetuses
ith complex congenital heart lesions.23,25 MCA pulsatility

ndex, and resistance index are reduced in fetuses with HLHS
nd d-TGA compared with controls. These differences in
erebrovascular resistance in utero may alter brain develop-
ent and autoregulatory capacity. Premature and/or very

ow birth weight (VLBW) infants may have delayed develop-
ent of this autoregulatory system, increasing the risk of

bnormal flow and oxygenation of the brain during periods
f hemodynamic instability. Evidence demonstrates lower
asal CBF26 along with a compromised ability to regulate
lood flow in the face of hemodynamic instability10 in pre-
ature infants.
Recent preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

ata from our group provide increasing evidence that brain
aturation and growth is influenced by the in utero environ-
ent.18 Term-gestation neonates with HLHS and d-TGA had

maller head circumferences and structurally immature
rains compared with normal-term controls. These develop-
ental abnormalities may increase the risk of impaired auto-

egulatory abilities in infants with complex CHD, and this
elationship is under active investigation. The ability to accu-
ately measure CBF and/or changes in CBF in these high-risk
eonates during periods of instability will lead to an in-
reased understanding of risk for brain injury.

Very few modalities exist to monitor CBF in high-risk ne-
nates. In the past 2 decades, near infrared spectroscopy
NIRS) has been the primary modality to assess microvascular
erebral oxygenation, inferring CBF from changes that occur
n total hemoglobin concentration (or blood volume).27 Al-
hough the use of NIRS has expanded in the clinical setting,
ost commercially available NIRS devices are limited to

uantifying only relative changes in hemodynamic parame-
ers.28 Because they rely on a series of assumptions to derive
BF, they cannot provide direct quantitative measurements
f CBF. Transcranial Doppler can be used to measure CBF
elocity in the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arter-
es, but its use is limited only to short periods of assessment in
eonates secondary to high-energy transmission over longer
eriods.29 Recent advances in noninvasive imaging modali-

ies, such as arterial spin labeled perfusion magnetic reso- i
ance imaging (ASL-pMRI) and diffuse correlation spectros-
opy (DCS), provide novel techniques for measurements of
BF in high-risk neonates. These newer modalities provide
echanisms to investigate changes in cerebral oxygen satu-

ations and CBF to further elucidate factors that may contrib-
te to development of brain injury.

rterial Spin-Labeled Perfusion
agnetic Resonance Imaging

ntil recently, dynamic susceptibility contrast approach has
een the primary MRI modality to assess CBF. Its use in
ediatrics has been limited by the need to use gadolinium
ontrast boluses, by the inability to make repeated measure-
ents during a single session (secondary to cumulative ef-

ects), and by the lack of absolute quantification of blood
ow.30 A novel technique, ASL-pMRI, allows noninvasive
valuation of CBF using electromagnetically labeled arterial
lood water as an endogenous contrast agent.31 One of the
ost significant advantages of ASL-pMRI over previous tech-
iques is the ability to assess CBF without using intravascular
ontrast agents or radioactive labeled tracers.

SL-pMRI Technical
SL-pMRI magnetically labels arterial blood by inversion or sat-
ration proximal to the tissue of interest.32 After a delay in time,

mage acquisition occurs allowing the labeled blood to flow into
he imaging slices. Perfusion is determined by pair-wise com-
arison with separate images that are acquired without labeling
control). To improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the per-
usion images, repeated measurements of label and control are
cquired over a period few minutes. Absolute CBF can be quan-
ified in mL/100 g/min by taking into account the decay time of
he electromagnetically labeled blood tracer T1.31 There are 2
ategories of ASL-pMRI: continuous ASL (CASL) and pulsed
SL (PASL). As demonstrated in Fig. 1, in CASL, continuous
adio frequency (RF) is applied to the base of the brain for 1-2
econds magnetically labeling blood flow traveling through this
lane. In PASL, RF pulses with high peak amplitude but short
uration (10-20 ms) are applied to a thick area of blood inferior
o the imaging plane.

Measuring CBF with PASL in neonates and infants poses
echnical challenges related to their cerebrovascular physiol-
gy.9,33 First, CBF in infants is lower than that of older chil-
ren and adults. Second, blood T1 is relatively long.34 These
actors combined result in labeled blood contaminating
he control images, culminating in a concentration of
negative voxels” on the final CBF map. The percentage of
egative “voxels” increases as CBF decreases, and is the lead-

ng contributor to SNR.35

CASL provides a stronger perfusion contrast; however, it is
ore challenging to implement and deposits a higher level of
F power.36 The long labeling pulses of the CASL scan can
artially excite imaging slices through magnetization transfer
nd this needs to be balanced during control acquisition to
uantify CBF accurately. One issue related to the use of CASL
s that not all commercial MRI scanners allow long RF pulses
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48 D.A. Goff et al
or labeling (RF duty-cycle limit). Therefore, because of its
echnical simplicity and low RF power level, PASL has been
sed in investigation in neonates and children.
A newly developed labeling scheme termed pseudo-CASL

igure 1 Labeling planes for continuous ASL (CASL) vs pulsed ASL
PASL). In CASL, continuous radio frequency (RF) is applied to the
ase of the brain for 1-2 seconds, magnetically labeling blood flow
raveling through the plane. In PASL, RF pulses with high peak
mplitude but short duration (10-20 ms) are applied to a thick area
f blood inferior to the imaging plane. (Color version of figure is
vailable online.)
r pulsed-CASL takes advantage of the higher labeling effi- b
iency of CASL, while circumventing hardware limita-
ions.35,37 Pseudo-CASL uses a train of short RF pulses to
imic the effect of continuous spin labeling, providing im-
roved labeling efficiency and compatibility with the stan-
ard body transmit coil and array receiver coils which are
ow widely used on commercial MRI systems. Experimental
ata in adults using pseudo-CASL showed a 50% increase of
NR compared with PASL, and a higher tagging efficiency
han CASL (80% vs 68%). Computer simulations also pre-
icted an optimal tagging efficiency of 85% for flow velocity
rom 10 to 60 cm/s.35 Pseudo-CASL is appealing for pediatric
pplications because it provides a well-defined labeling bolus
ie, the amount of arterial blood water flowing through the
abeling plane during the tagging duration), with a relative
table tagging efficiency across a wide range of age popula-
ions.

To assess the performance of ASL-pMRI CBF imaging tech-
iques in the pediatric population, we studied 10 children
age range, 4 days to 3 years) with CHD before and after
ypercarbia, using a direct comparison of PASL and pseudo-
ASL (Unpublished data, Licht). Figures 2 and 3 demon-

trate direct comparisons of CBF measured by pseudo-CASL
nd PASL performed sequentially, whereas Fig. 4 compares
he performance of these 2 techniques as measured by per-
ent negative voxels seen in the imaging plane. On direct
omparison, pseudo-CASL offers improvement in SNR and
rovides a more robust measure of CBF at low flows.
One of the primary limitations of ASL-perfusion imaging is

hat only a small volume of arterial blood (1%-2% of total
rain volume) can be labeled and there is further relaxation
uring transit resulting in �1% of labeled blood reaching the
egion of brain tissue. Higher magnetic fields, such as 3.0-T
an increase the SNR. Figure 5 compares performance of
ASL CBF measurements at high (3.0 T) and low (1.5 T)
eld. In this study, neonates with CHD (3.0 T) were com-
ared with a mixed population of infants and children (age
ange, 4 days to 3 years) at low field. The higher field im-
roves SNR of PASL. However, with the increased SNR
omes increased susceptibility effects (ie, shortened T2/T2*)

igure 2 Direct comparison of mean whole brain CBF as measured

y PCASL (y-axis) and PASL (x-axis).
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Noninvasive cerebral perfusion imaging in high-risk neonates 49
hat may cause underestimation of perfusion values, espe-
ially for CHD children with low arterial oxygen saturations.

Doppler ultrasound has shown that blood flow velocities
n healthy children are higher than adults,38 allowing a re-
uced transit time for labeled blood to flow from the labeling
egion to the brain. As a result, there is reduction in relax-
tion and transit effect as well as in focal intravascular signal
n perfusion images. Data also suggest that children have an
ncreased water content of the brain,39 which results in in-
reased equilibrium of MR signal, spin lattice, spin-spin re-
axation (T1, T2), thus improving the signal through in-
reased tracer and lifetime. Although ASL-pMRI can be used
o measure CBF in neonates, it only provides a discrete time

igure 3 A direct comparison of PASL (upper) and pseudo CASL
lower). Images were obtained sequentially in a single patient both
t rest (baseline) and hypercarbia. The 2 right arrows demonstrate
ncreased negative pixels on PASL imaging in the left frontal cortex.
he arrowheads on the left demonstrate improved anatomic reso-

ution in the central sulcus. (Color version of figure is available
nline.)

igure 4 Direct comparison of PCASL and PASL perfusion magnetic
esonance imaging (MRI) in a cohort of infants and children with
ongenital heart disease. With increased values of cerebral blood
ow (CBF), the percentage of negative voxels is reduced. PCASL
iffers an improvement in SNR at low blood flow values.
oint and cannot be used at the bedside or in the operating
oom for longer periods of assessment.

SL-pMRI in the High-Risk Neonate
igh-risk neonates have inherently low CBF.9,40,41 Imaging at
igh field (3.0 vs 1.5 T), reducing the labeling volume, and

mproving tagging efficiency (pseudo-CASL vs PASL) results
n more reliable CBF maps by reducing the percentage neg-
tive voxels (SNR). Studies in normal neonates using ASL-
MRI have cataloged normal CBF in preterm- and term in-
ants33 as well as age related changes throughout childhood.42

ther studies have demonstrated expected physiological re-
ponses; that CBF increases with lower hemoglobin and in-
reases predictably with hypercarbia.9 ASL-pMRI has also
een useful in assessing CBF in neonates who have suffered
ypoxia-ischemia43 and in infants and children after stroke.44

iffuse Optical Spectroscopies
iffuse optical spectroscopies aim to investigate tissue phys-

ology millimeters to centimeters below the tissue surface by
sing the spectral “window” of low absorption in the near-

nfrared range (NIR, 700-900 nm), as seen in Fig. 6.45-47 In
his range, scattering rather than absorption dominates pho-
on transport, so that NIR light experiences thousands of
cattering events and propagates centimeters into the tissue
efore it is either detected at the tissue surface or lost to
bsorption. The most commonly used diffuse optical tech-
ique, known as NIRS, measures slow variations in cerebral
bsorption and scattering and is thus sensitive to chro-
ophore concentrations and therefore to cerebral oxygen

aturation and cerebral blood volume (CBV).48

In additional, by monitoring the spatial and temporal
hanges in the speckle pattern of light interference on the
issue surface, we can infer information about tissue dynam-

igure 5 Comparison of PASL perfusion MRI at 1.5 T (closed trian-
les) and 3 T (open squares) along with the best fit lines to both sets
f data. Patients studied on the 3 T were all full-term infants with
ongenital heart defects, imaged before surgery in the first week of
ife.
cs, because speckle fluctuations are caused by the motion of
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50 D.A. Goff et al
issue scatterers, such as red blood cells.49,50 Most dynamic
ethods, such as laser Doppler flowmetry or laser speckle

maging, probe single light scattering events and thus only
each superficial tissue. However, our optical group at the
niversity of Pennsylvania has pioneered a novel dynamic
ethod, DCS, which works in the multiple scattering regime

o probe the motion of red blood cells in deep tissue. The
ollowing sections will focus on these 2 methods (NIRS and
CS) and their applications in the high-risk neonate popu-

ation.

ear-Infrared Spectroscopy
he attenuation of NIR light incident on tissue depends on
oth scattering and absorption, and it reveals information
bout the concentrations of tissue chromophores, such as
xy- and deoxyhemoglobin. NIRS measurements aim to re-
over the optical properties of tissue, namely the wavelength-
ependent absorption and reduced scattering coefficients
cm�1) (�a and �s, respectively) defined as the mean number
f absorption and/or scattering events per unit length a pho-
on travels, to extract tissue chromophore concentrations.47

hese concentrations are obtained using the following for-
ula:

�a(�) � �
i

Ci�i(�) (1)

here �i (�M � cm�1) is the known wavelength dependent
xtinction coefficient of the ith chromophore. The 2 main
ndogenous absorbers in tissue in the NIR range are oxy- and
eoxyhemoglobin, thus Equation 1 is typically written as

a(�) � CHb�Hb(�) � CHbO2�HbO2(�), where CHb and CHbO2

re the concentrations of tissue oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin,
espectively. After �a is obtained at multiple wavelengths,
uantifying hemoglobin concentrations simply requires solv-

ng a system of linear equations, that is, Equation 1 at multi-

igure 6 A sample absorption spectrum of oxyhemoglobin, deoxy-
emoglobin, and water in tissue. A spectral “window” exists in the
ear-infrared range (highlighted in the gray box and enlarged
bove), so that scattering, rather than absorption, dominates photon
ropagation. (Color version of figure is available online.)
le wavelengths. d
Quantification of the wavelength-dependent tissue ab-
orption and scattering coefficients requires a rigorous theo-
etic understanding of light transport in tissue. It is widely
ccepted that photon propagation over long distances
hrough tissue is well approximated as a diffusive process,
escribed by a photon diffusion equation.47 This diffusion
resents a stark contrast with other technologies, such as
-ray, in which photons travel straight through tissue. Using
his diffusion model, tissue scattering may be separated from
issue absorption, and thus accurate calculations of tissue
emoglobin concentrations may be obtained.
As seen in Fig. 7, photon propagation through cortical

issue is most sensitive to hemodynamic perturbations within
he darkest banana-shaped region (at a depth of approxi-
ately one-third to one-half the source-detector separation
istance), with lighter regions having progressively less influ-
nce. This figure also demonstrates an important caveat of
IRS measurements: the thickness of skull, scalp, and cere-
ral spinal fluid layers may vary between subjects, thus af-
ecting the resulting detected signal presumed to rise mainly
rom the cortical layers of the brain. Care must be taken
uring data analysis to account for the effects of the other

ayers through which light propagates before reaching corti-
al tissue.51 The photon diffusion model, with the help of
onte Carlo simulations, can accurately account for the ef-

ects of tissue layers, such as skull, scalp, and cerebral spinal
uid.

IRS Cerebral Hemodynamic Parameters of Interest
tudies conducted with NIRS on the high-risk neonate typi-
ally report absolute measures and/or relative changes of CHb

igure 7 Depiction of photon propagation through brain tissue.
ight that reaches the detector is most likely affected by tissue in the
arkest red region, while regions in orange or yellow have less effect
n the photons’ journey. The depth of photon penetration is highly
ependent on source-detector separation. Larger separations lead to

eeper penetration. (Color version of figure is available online.)
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Noninvasive cerebral perfusion imaging in high-risk neonates 51
�M), CHbO2 (�M), total hemoglobin concentration (�M)
THC � CHb � CHbO2), cerebral tissue oxygen saturation (%)
ScO2 � CHbO2/THC � 100%), and/or hemoglobin difference
�M) (HbD � CHbO2 � CHb). From THC, CBV may be esti-
ated by the following formula,

CBV �
THC � MWHb

HGB � R � Dbt � 105 (2)

here MWHb � 64,500[g/moles] is the molecular weight of
eoxyhemoglobin, HGB (g/dL) is the large vessel deoxyhe-
oglobin concentration, R is the large vessel-to-cerebral he-
atocrit ratio, and Dbt is the density of brain tissue (1.05

/mL in neonates).48 Typical commercially available NIRS
evices do not provide the sophistication in instrumentation
r data analysis to quantify absolute measures of these pa-
ameters (CHb, CHbO2, THC, SCO2, HbD, and CBV). Thus,
any groups choose to report only relative changes in these
arameters.
With the help of an exogenous tracer, such as oxygen or

ndocyanine green dye, NIRS may also quantify CBF (mL/
in/100 g) using Equation 2.52 This calculation of CBF relies

n the Fick principle, which states that the total uptake of a
racer by tissue is proportional to the difference between the
ates of inflow and outflow of the tracer to and from the
issue.

CBF �
K � �CHbO2

tHb�0

t
�SaO2dt

(3)

ere K is a constant reflecting cerebral to large vessel hemat-
crit ratio, molecular weight of hemoglobin, and cerebral
issue density; �CHbO2 is the change in cerebral oxyhemoglo-
in concentration measured by NIRS; tHb is the total arterial
emoglobin concentration determined from a blood sample;
nd �SaO2 is the change in arterial oxygen saturation, deter-
ined from pulse-oximetry readings. This measurement
rovides a snapshot of regional tissue CBF in time; it does not
rovide continuous CBF data. Certain assumptions must be
rue for this method to be valid, namely that CBV, CBF, and
erebral oxygen extraction must remain constant. However,
his technique has been validated with limited success.53,54

he use of an exogenous tracer limits its use in the clinical
etting, especially in high-risk neonates. Thus, NIRS reports
f changes in CBF are typically inferences gathered from
ither changes in total hemoglobin concentration,27 or from
hanges in the hemoglobin difference parameter.55

IRS Instrumentation
s seen in Fig. 8A-C, there are 3 types of NIRS instruments.56

ime-resolved NIRS (Fig. 8C) uses subnanosecond pulsed
ight to measure a histogram of photon arrival times of the
eflected/transmitted diffuse light. This technique enables
uantification of absolute optical properties using fits to the
olution of the time-domain photon diffusion equation.46

hus, absolute measures of CHb, CHbO2, THC, SCO2 and CBV
re feasible. With the high information content of time-re-
olved measurements comes a high cost of instrumentation

omponents and complex data analysis. a
Similar information, that is, absolute absorption and scat-
ering coefficients that yield absolute measures of CHb, CHbO2,
HC, SCO2 and CBV, can be obtained using a frequency do-
ain (FD) NIRS instrument (Fig. 8B). In this configuration,
IR light is sinusoidally amplitude modulated at multiple

requencies in the MHz range.57 More commonly, FD mea-
urements are taken at a single frequency and absolute opti-
al properties are derived from the FD photon diffusion
quation with multiple source-detector separations.58 The
D systems have the advantage of gathering similar informa-
ion to the time domain systems, but the cost of sources and
etectors, as well as the time for data acquisition and data
nalysis are significantly reduced. Although the FD is not
ensitive to stray room light, it can be sensitive to unwanted
ight that has leaked around the sample of interest and to
urface coupling between the skin and optode.56

In studies for which absolute hemoglobin concentrations
re less valuable than the relative changes in these concentra-
ions, FD NIRS at a single source-detector separation or con-
inuous wave (CW) NIRS (Fig. 8A) can be used. CW NIRS
easures the attenuation of constant intensity source light

igure 8 Graphical depiction of the 3 types of near infrared spectros-
opy measurements: (A) Continuous wave, (B) frequency domain,
nd (C) time resolved. The arrows on the right side of the figure
ndicate the increasing data and instrumentation complexity which
ccompany these techniques. (Color version of figure is available
nline.)
fter it has diffused through the tissue. Data are collected at
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52 D.A. Goff et al
ultiple wavelengths, equal to or exceeding the number of
hromophores measured.59

Commercially available NIRS instruments from compa-
ies, such as Hamamatsu, Somanetics, and NIRx Medical
echnologies, are typically CW devices. Although the cost of
CW NIRS device is typically much less than that of a time
omain or FD instrument, CW instruments are highly sensi-
ive to room light, to surface coupling between skin and/or
air and the optical probe, and lead to crosstalk between
alculated tissue absorption and scattering.60,61 In addition,
lthough reliable trends in hemodynamic changes may be
btained with these devices, accurate calculations of relative
hanges in chromophore concentrations may be highly influ-
nced by the aforementioned factors.

Commercial system availability is crucial for wider use of
IRS in the clinic, and there are now even a handful of CW
IRS devices approved by the Food and Drug Administra-

ion.28 The clinical utility of these devices remains to be de-
ermined by large clinical trials. Clinical researchers must be
ware of the many limitations present in CW NIRS technol-
gy.

IRS in the High-Risk Neonate
irst described in 1985 for monitoring cerebral tissue oxygen
aturations in preterm infants,62 NIRS has slowly expanded
o monitor high-risk neonates in a variety of clinical settings.
n the high-risk neonatal brain, diffuse optical measurements
re typically performed in a reflection geometry in which the
ight source(s) and detector(s) lie in the same plane. In a few
tudies, measurements have been made with sources and
etectors widely spread across the infant’s head to generate
omographic reconstructions.63-65 At a given source-detector
eparation, NIR light penetrates deeper into the neonatal cor-
ex compared with adult cortex because of the decreased
hickness of the neonatal skull. Therefore, neonates are ideal
andidates for NIRS monitoring. Conversely, NIRS is a par-
icularly attractive tool for monitoring cerebral physiology in
eonates because of its milliseconds temporal resolution,
edside capabilities, minimal deposition of energy, and its
oninvasiveness.66,67 Additionally, NIRS can easily be inte-
rated with other monitoring techniques, such as MRI,
oppler ultrasound, electroencelography, or positron emis-

ion tomography. Unlike some of these other modalities,
amely MRI and positron emission tomography, NIRS mea-
urements are easily performed without the use of general
nesthesia.

During the past decade, multiple investigations have used
IRS to evaluate cerebral oxygenation and blood flow in
remature and/or VLBW infants10,19 and in both the preop-
rative68 and postoperative settings69 of infants undergoing
ardiac surgery.7,10,70-72

Premature and/or VLBW infants �30-week gestation ex-
ibit perturbations in their transitional circulation.73 In ad-
ition to immaturity of the myocardium and vasculature,
ersistent patency of ductus arteriosus and positive pressure
entilation contribute to alteration in postnatal physiology.73

n preterm infants, mean arterial blood pressure has been

sed as an indicator of systemic cardiac output; the lower o
imit of normal being 30 mm Hg. In the clinical setting, a
ormal blood pressure measurement is assumed to equate
ith adequate cardiac output and adequate CBF. This as-

umption is challenged by Doppler echocardiographic stud-
es measuring cardiac output and superior vena cava blood
ow in preterm and term neonates, which suggests that
lood pressure is not equivalent to systemic cardiac output
nd/or flow.74,75 Because of this limitation, NIRS has been
sed to assess changes in cerebral oxygenation in relation to
lood pressure fluctuations in the high-risk neonate.
Passive cerebral perfusion, an indicator of failure of cere-

ral autoregulation, occurs when CBF changes are concor-
ant with systemic blood pressure perturbations. In a NIRS
tudy of premature infants (gestational age, 23-31 weeks), 17
f 32 (53%) infants had concordant changes in THC, pre-
umed to be reflective of CBF, with changes in blood pres-
ure. These changes provided evidence of passive cerebral
erfusion.69 In this same subgroup, 8 of 17 (47%) developed
VL.76 In another study of premature infants weighing
1500 g, significant perturbations in hemodynamics and

xygenation were demonstrated to occur with complex care-
iving and endotracheal tube repositioning.10

Investigations using NIRS have also increased in pediatric
ardiology with a growing interest in understanding risks for
erioperative brain injury. This has led to multiple studies
valuating the use of NIRS for noninvasive assessment of
egional cerebral oxygen saturations before, during, and after
ongenital cardiac surgery.70-72,77 However, there are limited
ata to suggest that this leads to improved neurological out-
ome.78

Brain injury in hypoxia-ischemia occurs as a result of cel-
ular energy metabolism failure and expands as injured and
ying cells release glutamate and calcium. Reperfusion brings
xygen to the injured tissue which increases concentrations
f reactive oxygen species, thereby expanding the area of
njury.79,80 Although NIRS monitoring is not routinely used
n this clinical setting, it may allow optimization of therapy by
ssessing changes in cerebral oxygenation during hypother-
ia or re-warming.
As outlined by Wolf et al,28 there are many (approximately

housands of) commercial NIRS instruments in use, with a
apidly increasing number of studies being published. How-
ver, some of these studies were done without state-of-the-art
nstrumentation or algorithms, leading to debates over the
tility of NIRS.81-83 We believe that NIRS and related tech-
iques offer a great deal of promise for cerebral monitoring in
he high-risk neonate. With improvements in technology and
n the physical understanding of the photon propagation
hrough tissues, its utility is rapidly becoming clear.

iffuse Correlation Spectroscopy
CS, originally dubbed diffusing wave spectroscopy,84,85

ses NIR light to probe the dynamics of deep tissues. DCS
ontinuously monitors relative changes in microvascular
BF (absolute calculations have not been quantified to
ate)86-94 as opposed to NIRS that monitors cerebral blood

xygen saturation and volume. DCS measures of relative
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lood flow have been extensively validated as a using com-
arisons to literature,88,95-97 to Doppler ultrasound in murine
umors and in the preterm infant brain,98,99 to laser Doppler
owmetry in rat brain,89,94,96 to fluorescent microspheres in
iglet brains93 and to arterial spin-labeled perfusion MRI in
uman brain.97 It has also been used to measure blood flow

n many organs, including brain, muscle, and breast.100-105

CS is a novel technique, and, to the best of our knowledge,
nly 3 groups have published peer-reviewed works on DCS
o date.91,92,106,107 DCS is being adapted by numerous other
roups and we expect that its use will grow rapidly in the
pcoming decade.
In DCS, coherent NIR light, that is, light that is spatially in

hase over long distance, is introduced into tissue wherein it
ravels deeply and elastically scatters thousands of times be-
ore detection at some distance from the light source. Each
cattering event alters the phase of the scattered light. At the
etector, the superposition of multiple light fields with dif-
erent phases creates a speckle pattern of interference. If the
cattering particles are in motion, the speckle pattern fluctu-
tes in time. Fluctuations of the speckle pattern thus contain
nformation about the motion of the scatterers.84,85 In tissue,
he primary moving scatterers are red blood cells.50 There-
ore, by characterizing the fluctuations in speckle intensity
ver time using an intensity autocorrelation function, we
ather information about blood flow in tissue (see Fig. 9A for
typical intensity autocorrelation function gathered on a ne-
nate with HLHS).

iffuse Correlation Spectroscopy Instrumentation
he DCS instrument uses a low power (�50 mW), long-
oherence-length laser operating in the NIR range to deliver
ight to the tissue. Typically, single or few mode detection
bers are secured at a fixed distance from the source (Fig. 7).
n intensity autocorrelation function is calculated based on
hoton arrival times at the detector location.108 Blood flow
ictates the decay rate of this autocorrelation function (see

igure 9 (A) sample autocorrelation curve measured with diffuse
orrelation spectroscopy on a neonate with hypoplastic left heart
yndrome. The “baseline” curve, taken on the patient’s forehead
uring room air inhalation, decays slower than the hypercapnia
urve taken while the patient inhaled a CO2 gas mixture. The in-
rease in the decay rate during hypercapnia indicates an increase in
BF compared with the resting baseline period. (B) Trace of relative
hange in cerebral blood flow (rCBF) during this hypercapnia ex-
eriment extracted from autocorrelation curves measured every 3
neconds.
ig. 9A), that is, the faster the curve decays, the faster the
otion of the red blood cells. Figure 9A demonstrates this
oint with a hypercapnia experiment on a patient with
LHS.109 The probe was placed on the patient’s forehead

similar to Fig. 7), and DCS was used to monitor changes in
BF for a 5-minute baseline period of room air inhalation,

ollowed by a 30-minute period of hypercapnia. Two sample
utocorrelation curves from this experiment are displayed in
ig. 9A. As expected, the sample curve recorded during the
aseline decays much slower than the sample curve obtained
uring hypercapnia, indicating an increase in blood flow
uring the hypercapnia.
A blood flow index (BFI) with units of cm2/s, is defined to

uantify the decay rate of the autocorrelation curves. BFI
eflects CBF, and changes in BFI relative to baseline measure-
ents reflect analogous changes in CBF. Figure 9B shows the

ime course of relative changes in CBF (rCBF) calculated from
hanges in the blood flow index measured during the earlier
escribed hypercapnia experiment. As mentioned earlier in
he text, although this analysis is empirical, it has been ex-
ensively validated. Improved physical modeling is in process
o obtain absolute measurements of CBF.

CS in the High-Risk Neonate
CS is ideal for the high-risk neonate population, as it can be
sed as a continuous, noninvasive, low-risk, readily portable
edside monitor of relative changes in regional cortical CBF.
dditionally, DCS can easily be combined with other modal-

ties, such as NIRS, Doppler ultrasound, or electroencelogra-
hy, to enhance the information gathered about the patient’s
hysiology. Few studies have been conducted with DCS on
his population, largely because of the newness of the tech-
ology. Buckley et al98 have used DCS to monitor cerebral
emodynamics in VLBW preterm infants during a small pos-
ural change. Zhou et al93 used a hybrid NIRS/DCS instru-
ent to study the after effects of traumatic brain injury on the
emodynamics of the neonatal piglet cortex. Significant in-
reases in total hemoglobin concentration were observed
ompared with preinjury levels, whereas cerebral oxygen sat-
ration and rCBF immediately dropped significantly postin-

ury.
Thus, this preliminary data suggest that DCS can be a

aluable tool to monitor relative changes in regional cerebral
emodynamics in high-risk neonates. Ideally, a study would
se a hybrid NIRS and/or DCS instrument86,94,96,97,110 to cap-
ure both tissue oxygenation and blood flow changes. These
parameters combined would further enable construction of

ndexes for measuring cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen ex-
raction (CMRO2).96,97

ummary
ver the past few decades, significant advances have been
ade in improving the survival of premature or VLBW neo-
ates and neonates with CHD. With these advances in med-

cal and surgical therapy, clinicians are now focusing their
ttention on reducing the morbidity associated with routine

eonatal care. A major area of focus has been the greater
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nderstanding of the factors that contribute to impaired neu-
ological development. Currently, NIRS has been the modal-
ty used to monitor changes in cerebral oxygenation. NIRS
as provided very important insight into cerebral oxygen-
tion during routine care10 and before, during, and after in-
ant heart surgery.68,70-72,77 Recent advances in novel research
maging modalities like ASL-pMRI and DCS will allow us to
ncrease our understanding of basic cerebrovascular physiol-
gy and changes that occur in at-risk populations of infants,
ncluding premature infants, neonates with congenital heart
efects, and neonates with other pathologic states, such as in
ypoxia-ischemic injury and stroke. Increasing our under-
tanding of regulation of CBF and the perturbations that oc-
ur during injury will allow us to further investigate the fac-
ors that contribute to central nervous system injury.
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